Today, biometrics is being widely used in various fields. Finger-vein is a type of biometric information and is based on finger-vein patterns unique to each individual. Various spoofing attacks have recently become a threat to biometric systems. A spoofing attack is defined as an unauthorized user attempting to deceive a system by presenting fake samples of registered biometric information. Generally, finger-vein recognition, using blood vessel characteristics inside the skin, is known to be more difficult when producing counterfeit samples than other biometrics, but several spoofing attacks have still been reported. To prevent spoofing attacks, conventional finger-vein recognition systems mainly use the difference in texture information between real and fake images, but such information may appear different depending on the camera. Therefore, we propose a method that can detect forged finger-vein independently of a camera by using remote photoplethysmography. Our main idea is to get the vital sign of arterial blood flow, a biometric measure indicating life. In this paper, we selected the frequency spectrum of time domain signal obtained from a video, as the feature, and then classified data as real or fake using the support vector machine classifier. Consequently, the accuracy of the experimental result was about 96.46%.
Introduction
There has been a significant increase in interest surrounding biometric systems and their applications in human verification and identification [1] . Since each person's biological characteristics are unique and hard to counterfeit [2] , biometric recognition technology has advantages over traditional methods. Therefore, biometrics, such as face, fingerprint, voice, iris, and finger-vein recognition, is being widely used in many applications. These applications include: Internet banking, personal identification for computers, and automated teller machines (ATMs) [3] . Besides fingerprint and face recognition, which are widely used in smart devices, the finger-vein recognition system has attracted attention because of its high recognition rate, small device size, low-risk forgery, noninvasiveness, and noncontact [4, 5] . As a biometric characteristic, finger veins have several beneficial properties, such as universality, distinctiveness, permanence, and acceptability [6] . In addition, in terms of security and convenience, it could be today's leading biometric technology since it introduces features inside the human body [7, 8] . Finger-vein recognition uses the geometric information of blood vessels inside the skin [9, 10] . Thus, the possibility of spoofing attacks is relatively low compared to face and fingerprint recognition [11] . Spoofing attacks can occur when people try to masquerade as someone else by falsifying data. The purpose is to allow unauthorized users to deceive the authentication system, thereby gaining illegitimate access and advantages. However, finger-vein recognition is not completely safe from spoofing attacks. When a finger-vein image captured by a near-infrared imaging device is leaked out, it can be printed and used successfully as a spoofing attack on a vein recognition sensor. Recently, methods of fake finger-vein attacks have been introduced to prevent the possibility of spoofing attacks. For instance, various databases of fake finger-vein images were constructed and printed on a paper, and an overhead projector film, with which the researchers evaluated the performance of their system [3] . Furthermore, a finger-vein artifact database was introduced in another study, which was collected using three different kinds of artifacts: (1) Inkjet print, (2) laser printer, and (3) a smartphone display [12] . However, since previous methods do not utilize the dynamic characteristics of biological signals, other spoofing methods can be devised if the defense method is exposed. In order to solve this problem, we propose a method for recognizing finger-veins through remote photoplethysmography (PPG). Figure 1 shows the acquisition process of real and fake finger-vein image using the remote PPG with an infrared camera. With this PPG methodology, we detected a fake finger-vein by analyzing the frequency spectrum of a time-series signal, which was obtained from the change of brightness of the finger-vein image according to the heartbeat. After obtaining the entire data, the distributions of feature vectors extracted from real and fake finger-vein samples were classified using a support vector machine (SVM). However, finger-vein recognition is not completely safe from spoofing attacks. When a finger-vein image captured by a near-infrared imaging device is leaked out, it can be printed and used successfully as a spoofing attack on a vein recognition sensor. Recently, methods of fake finger-vein attacks have been introduced to prevent the possibility of spoofing attacks. For instance, various databases of fake finger-vein images were constructed and printed on a paper, and an overhead projector film, with which the researchers evaluated the performance of their system [3] . Furthermore, a finger-vein artifact database was introduced in another study, which was collected using three different kinds of artifacts: (1) Inkjet print, (2) laser printer, and (3) a smartphone display [12] . However, since previous methods do not utilize the dynamic characteristics of biological signals, other spoofing methods can be devised if the defense method is exposed. In order to solve this problem, we propose a method for recognizing finger-veins through remote photoplethysmography (PPG). Figure 1 shows the acquisition process of real and fake finger-vein image using the remote PPG with an infrared camera. With this PPG methodology, we detected a fake finger-vein by analyzing the frequency spectrum of a time-series signal, which was obtained from the change of brightness of the finger-vein image according to the heartbeat. After obtaining the entire data, the distributions of feature vectors extracted from real and fake finger-vein samples were classified using a support vector machine (SVM). The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our own finger-vein database and proposed method. In the finger-vein database, the camera system and the capture environment were described with the design of our database. Section 3 shows the result of our experiment numerically. The detailed analysis about the result is shown in Section 4. Finally, we explain the conclusion of our research in Section 5.
Materials and Method
In this section, a detailed explanation of our finger-vein database built for the experiment is given. The camera settings used in order to obtain the real and fake finger-vein data and the environment applied to capture the images accurately under stable conditions are shown in the subsection. In addition, the design of our own database is described with some image samples The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our own finger-vein database and proposed method. In the finger-vein database, the camera system and the capture environment were described with the design of our database. Section 3 shows the result of our experiment numerically. The detailed analysis about the result is shown in Section 4. Finally, we explain the conclusion of our research in Section 5.
In this section, a detailed explanation of our finger-vein database built for the experiment is given. The camera settings used in order to obtain the real and fake finger-vein data and the environment applied to capture the images accurately under stable conditions are shown in the subsection. In addition, the design of our own database is described with some image samples obtained Electronics 2019, 8, 1016 3 of 10 by using remote PPG. Next, the proposed method for determining whether the finger-vein data was forged is explained in detail, including the description of the algorithms and SVM classifier.
Finger-Vein Database
In order to obtain stable finger-vein images with a fixed finger pose, we used a device that we manufactured. In addition, since unnecessary external light may affect the real and fake finger-vein classification while acquiring the image, capturing was performed using a light blocking object in our laboratory room for minimizing misclassification. The camera system and capture environment of the design of our own database are specifically described as follows.
Camera Environment
A device that consists of 850 nm infrared illuminators and a Logitech C600 webcam was used to obtain real and fake finger-vein image data. The webcam was converted into an infrared camera by removing the infrared rejection filter and attaching an infrared bandpass filter. The spatial resolution of the images and the frame rate of capturing were set to 640 × 480 pixels and 30 frames per second, respectively. During capturing, the camera was aimed at the palm of the hand and infrared light was transmitted through the back of the finger. In order to consider the fingertip pattern and focus on the finger appropriately, the finger and the camera were placed in a noncontact state at a distance of about 25 mm. Figure 2a ,b show, respectively, a finger-vein capture device with a real finger and the fake image sample through the device. obtained by using remote PPG. Next, the proposed method for determining whether the finger-vein data was forged is explained in detail, including the description of the algorithms and SVM classifier.
Finger-Vein Database
Camera Environment
A device that consists of 850 nm infrared illuminators and a Logitech C600 webcam was used to obtain real and fake finger-vein image data. The webcam was converted into an infrared camera by removing the infrared rejection filter and attaching an infrared bandpass filter. The spatial resolution of the images and the frame rate of capturing were set to 640 × 480 pixels and 30 frames per second, respectively. During capturing, the camera was aimed at the palm of the hand and infrared light was transmitted through the back of the finger. In order to consider the fingertip pattern and focus on the (a) (b) Figure 2 . Procedure of real and fake video clip acquisition through our device: (a) Suggested capture device with a real finger; (b) fake image example for spoofing attacks.
Design of Our Own Database
To construct our finger-vein database, we used a remote PPG approach. This method is a noninvasive, optical approach that extracts the heartbeat signals of live person by measuring blood flow changes in the tissue layer of capillaries inside one's skin. As the finger-vein recognition system uses the overall geometric information of the blood vessels, the application of the remote PPG technology is suitable. In addition, the information can distinguish between real and fake finger-vein images.
All experiments were performed with our subjects in a stable posture, and the infrared illumination inside our device was adjusted appropriately to obtain clear finger-vein images. The captured video clips were stored in our program. Figure 3 shows samples of images from real and fake videos used in our research. 
All experiments were performed with our subjects in a stable posture, and the infrared illumination inside our device was adjusted appropriately to obtain clear finger-vein images. The captured video clips were stored in our program. Figure 3 shows samples of images from real and fake videos used in our research. We captured each person's finger-vein image for about a minute and saved that as a video file. At that time, only the index and the middle fingers of both hands were captured for about 15 s. There are several considerations for using only two fingers instead of all other fingers. First, the thumb is thick, its veins are difficult to observe from the captured image, and the quality of real thumb-vein images is therefore not suitable [3] . In addition, a fake thumb is not elaborate enough to fool the finger-vein recognition system. Second, in general, the ring and little fingers are not commonly used in biometric recognition systems. This is due to the fact that the convenience of the recognition posture has to be considered. As a result, four video files were acquired from each person.
To construct a counterfeit finger-vein database, fake images were obtained using a highresolution printer. While making counterfeit data, a single frame of a captured real finger-vein image was printed.
Since we obtained 80 video files from real and fake finger-vein data, respectively, the data were divided to augment learning data for better SVM classifier learning. Thus, we divided one video into 150 frames overlapping 100 frames. If the length of the frame is too short, it will be difficult to detect the shape of a heartbeat-like signal through a finger-vein image. This also reduces the distinction between real and fake videos. Conversely, if the length is too long, then the features will be excessively derived, which may cause classification to take a longer time. Because of these problems, the frame length is determined as 150 frames.
Consequently, the whole number of real and fake finger-vein video clips was 1139 (real: 579, fake: 560). The real and fake finger-vein video database is described in Table 1 in more detail. We captured each person's finger-vein image for about a minute and saved that as a video file. At that time, only the index and the middle fingers of both hands were captured for about 15 s. There are several considerations for using only two fingers instead of all other fingers. First, the thumb is thick, its veins are difficult to observe from the captured image, and the quality of real thumb-vein images is therefore not suitable [3] . In addition, a fake thumb is not elaborate enough to fool the finger-vein recognition system. Second, in general, the ring and little fingers are not commonly used in biometric recognition systems. This is due to the fact that the convenience of the recognition posture has to be considered. As a result, four video files were acquired from each person.
To construct a counterfeit finger-vein database, fake images were obtained using a high-resolution printer. While making counterfeit data, a single frame of a captured real finger-vein image was printed.
Consequently, the whole number of real and fake finger-vein video clips was 1139 (real: 579, fake: 560). The real and fake finger-vein video database is described in Table 1 in more detail. 
Proposed Method
In previous studies of fake biometric detection, machine learning based pattern classification methods were generally used by analyzing predefined features [4] . In this method, we used 800 out of the total 1139 real and fake finger-vein videos for SVM training.
Since our fake finger vein detection method is based on the photoplethysmography principle, it is essential to check the periodicity of the blood flow signals synchronized with the heart rate. As shown in Figure 4 , although the time-series signal clearly has a visual difference between real and fake cases, the dimension is too high and there is a lot of redundancy to use all samples of the signal as a feature vector. In order to use the low dimensional feature vector which reduces the redundancy of the periodic signal, while checking the periodicity of the signal, the feature is defined in the frequency domain as the right graph of Figure 4 . The DFT algorithm is a tool in which a periodic signal is represented through a combination of continuous sinusoidal signals by converting the signal from the time domain to the frequency domain. 
Since our fake finger vein detection method is based on the photoplethysmography principle, it is essential to check the periodicity of the blood flow signals synchronized with the heart rate. As shown in Figure 4 , although the time-series signal clearly has a visual difference between real and fake cases, the dimension is too high and there is a lot of redundancy to use all samples of the signal as a feature vector. In order to use the low dimensional feature vector which reduces the redundancy of the periodic signal, while checking the periodicity of the signal, the feature is defined in the frequency domain as the right graph of Figure 4 . The DFT algorithm is a tool in which a periodic signal is represented through a combination of continuous sinusoidal signals by converting the signal from the time domain to the frequency domain. Next, we removed the low-frequency and high-frequency components that occurred because of the movement of the fingers, changes in the illumination, and intrinsic noise of the sensor. In general, since the heart rate of people appears to be between 60 and 180 beats per minute, the frequency components of finger-vein image less than 1.0 Hz and more than 3.0 Hz were eliminated. For this processing, zero padding of 10 times the signal length was used to extract feature vectors at a highfrequency resolution. As a result, the magnitude values are used as feature vectors of 50 dimensions. No normalization procedure was applied.
Then, we used an SVM model to classify real and fake finger-vein data. As one of the techniques for pattern classification, this has been widely used in many application areas, including pattern recognition, bioinformatics, and text categorization [13, 14] . The classifier takes the feature vector and determines to which class it belongs. However, this technique has difficulties, the most difficult being to choose a kernel function and its parameter values. If these are not set properly, then the classification outcomes will be much less than optimal. Therefore, proper kernel and parameter settings are very important for the improvement of the SVM classification accuracy. There are some strategies for searching kernel and input parameters, the simplest one being the grid-search algorithm [15] . Thus, we used this algorithm to determine the optimal kernel and parameters. Once the parameters are determined, using feature vectors applied to training, the SVM model is performed by classifying data with different labels (real: 1, fake: -1). In this paper, linear, radial basis function (RBF), polynomial, and sigmoid kernels were considered [16] [17] [18] [19] . The expression of kernel functions is shown in Table 2 . Additionally, the grid-search algorithm, the gamma value, c-value set in the kernel, respectively, and the F1-score obtained are shown is Table 3 . The F1-score, which is one of the indicators for evaluating accuracy, is usually used in an unbalanced class and calculated by statistically integrating the two called precision and recall [20] . The reason for combining the two is Next, we removed the low-frequency and high-frequency components that occurred because of the movement of the fingers, changes in the illumination, and intrinsic noise of the sensor. In general, since the heart rate of people appears to be between 60 and 180 beats per minute, the frequency components of finger-vein image less than 1.0 Hz and more than 3.0 Hz were eliminated. For this processing, zero padding of 10 times the signal length was used to extract feature vectors at a high-frequency resolution. As a result, the magnitude values are used as feature vectors of 50 dimensions. No normalization procedure was applied.
Then, we used an SVM model to classify real and fake finger-vein data. As one of the techniques for pattern classification, this has been widely used in many application areas, including pattern recognition, bioinformatics, and text categorization [13, 14] . The classifier takes the feature vector and determines to which class it belongs. However, this technique has difficulties, the most difficult being to choose a kernel function and its parameter values. If these are not set properly, then the classification outcomes will be much less than optimal. Therefore, proper kernel and parameter settings are very important for the improvement of the SVM classification accuracy. There are some strategies for searching kernel and input parameters, the simplest one being the grid-search algorithm [15] . Thus, we used this algorithm to determine the optimal kernel and parameters. Once the parameters are determined, using feature vectors applied to training, the SVM model is performed by classifying data with different labels (real: 1, fake: −1). In this paper, linear, radial basis function (RBF), polynomial, and sigmoid kernels were considered [16] [17] [18] [19] . The expression of kernel functions is shown in Table 2 . Additionally, the grid-search algorithm, the gamma value, c-value set in the kernel, respectively, and the F1-score obtained are shown is Table 3 . The F1-score, which is one of the indicators for evaluating accuracy, is usually used in an unbalanced class and calculated by statistically integrating the two called precision and recall [20] . The reason for combining the two is that in most cases the precision and recall are inversely proportional. These are the formulas for precision, recall, and F1-score: F1-score = 2 × (precision × recall)/(precision + recall) (3) Table 2 . The expression of various support vector machine kernel functions.
Kernel Expression
Linear As a result, the optimal kernel and parameters determined by the grid-search algorithm are the RBF kernel with a gamma value of 0.001 and a c-value of 10. Figure 5 shows the proposed procedure. that in most cases the precision and recall are inversely proportional. These are the formulas for precision, recall, and F1-score: precision = TP / (TP + FP) (1) recall = TP / (TP + FN)
F1-score = 2 × (precision × recall) / (precision + recall) (3) 
Linear
Sigmoid Κ , = tanh • + (kernel parameter: , r, d). .91 As a result, the optimal kernel and parameters determined by the grid-search algorithm are the RBF kernel with a gamma value of 0.001 and a c-value of 10. Figure 5 shows the proposed procedure. Figure 5 . Flowchart of the proposed method for classification. Figure 5 . Flowchart of the proposed method for classification.
After completing the SVM training, 339 videos that were not used in training were used in the test to measure the classification accuracy.
Results
In this paper, the counterfeit finger-vein data detection accuracy was obtained by using the consequence of confusion matrix analysis. Confusion matrix is one of the simplest and most intuitive methods used to measure the accuracy of the model. The analysis was based on the concept of true positive (TP), true negative (TN), false positive (FP), and false negative (FN), assuming real and fake finger veins as positive and negative, respectively. The result of the four values obtained from the above method is shown in Figure 6 . The classification accuracy calculated by the classification accuracy formula of the confusion matrix with the four values is about 96.5%. After completing the SVM training, 339 videos that were not used in training were used in the test to measure the classification accuracy.
In this paper, the counterfeit finger-vein data detection accuracy was obtained by using the consequence of confusion matrix analysis. Confusion matrix is one of the simplest and most intuitive methods used to measure the accuracy of the model. The analysis was based on the concept of true positive (TP), true negative (TN), false positive (FP), and false negative (FN), assuming real and fake finger veins as positive and negative, respectively. The result of the four values obtained from the above method is shown in Figure 6 . The classification accuracy calculated by the classification accuracy formula of the confusion matrix with the four values is about 96.5%. 
From the results obtained, we observed that no counterfeit data was identified as actual data; only real data was misclassified as counterfeit data. In order to discover the characteristics of normally classified data and the causes of misclassified data, we analyzed the state of the frequency distribution. The result of the analysis is described in the discussion.
Discussion
In this section, we analyzed the result obtained from our finger-vein database in two cases. The detailed explanation is as follows.
First, in normally classified real finger-vein data, we found that the frequency distribution was biased to 1.0-1.5 Hz. Next, in regard to the frequency value, most of the images showed that the difference between the maximum value in the above range and the maximum value in 2.5-3.0 Hz, which is a relatively high frequency, is more than double. On the other hand, most of the fake data showed a uniform distribution throughout, not biased to any side. However, approximately 10% of the frequency distribution from counterfeit finger-vein data was exceptionally biased to 1.0-1.5 Hz, as compared to the remainder. This was similar to the distribution of real finger-vein data. In such cases, fake data indicated that the difference under the same conditions as above is less than double. Second, in abnormally classified cases, the FP that classified fake data as real data was 0, but the FN that classified real data as fake data was 12. As a result of analyzing the causes of misclassification, the frequency distribution of real finger-vein data was mostly the same as that of correctly classified data. However, the difference of the frequency value was similar to that of the fake data, and it was observed to be a result of FN. The reasons for this problem were motion noise and illumination changes that occurred in the capture apparatus. 
First, in normally classified real finger-vein data, we found that the frequency distribution was biased to 1.0-1.5 Hz. Next, in regard to the frequency value, most of the images showed that the difference between the maximum value in the above range and the maximum value in 2.5-3.0 Hz, which is a relatively high frequency, is more than double. On the other hand, most of the fake data showed a uniform distribution throughout, not biased to any side. However, approximately 10% of the frequency distribution from counterfeit finger-vein data was exceptionally biased to 1.0-1.5 Hz, as compared to the remainder. This was similar to the distribution of real finger-vein data. In such cases, fake data indicated that the difference under the same conditions as above is less than double.
Second, in abnormally classified cases, the FP that classified fake data as real data was 0, but the FN that classified real data as fake data was 12. As a result of analyzing the causes of misclassification, the frequency distribution of real finger-vein data was mostly the same as that of correctly classified data. However, the difference of the frequency value was similar to that of the fake data, and it was observed to be a result of FN. The reasons for this problem were motion noise and illumination changes that occurred in the capture apparatus.
To visualize the result obtained, we used a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, which is useful for organizing classifiers and visualizing performances [21] . The curve of our experiment result is shown in Figure 7 .
To visualize the result obtained, we used a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, which is useful for organizing classifiers and visualizing performances [21] . The curve of our experiment result is shown in Figure 7 . The rate of specificity, called FP value, and rate of sensitivity or recall, called TP value, are plotted each on the x-axis and y-axis. The highest accuracy was obtained using the heart rate band, and the second highest was obtained using only the respiration band, which was about 0.8-1.3 Hz. When only high-frequency band filtering is used, the lowest result is obtained. Therefore, we found that the range that we set showed the best performance.
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a fake finger-vein detection methodology using PPG, which utilized the characteristics of heartbeat-like signals observed in finger-vein images. Time-series signals were transformed into a frequency domain using DFT algorithm and frequency features of real and fake finger-veins. These were then applied to SVM model for classification. The classification accuracy was 96.46%.
The proposed method uses only printed images as fake finger-vein images. As our method uses time series changes as a feature, it can be susceptible to replay attacks through actual finger vein video and display devices. However, as shown in Figure 2 , the finger vein imaging device is usually sized so that one finger can barely be inserted, so it is impossible to attempt a spoofing attack by properly positioning a smartphone or tablet display device.
If the proposed method is known to the attacker, he can simulate the photoplethysmography signal by moving the finger similar to the heartbeat cycle. However, by detecting the presence of motion through the analysis of the movement of the finger boundary in the captured images, such malicious attack can also be easily defended. In previous fake finger-vein detection methods, it can be seen that only the attack through the printed image is considered [3, 22] .
In future works, we will implement the method for determining the optimal video capture time and fuse it with other features, considering the other fake finger vein spoofing scenarios. The rate of specificity, called FP value, and rate of sensitivity or recall, called TP value, are plotted each on the x-axis and y-axis. The highest accuracy was obtained using the heart rate band, and the second highest was obtained using only the respiration band, which was about 0.8-1.3 Hz. When only high-frequency band filtering is used, the lowest result is obtained. Therefore, we found that the range that we set showed the best performance.
In future works, we will implement the method for determining the optimal video capture time and fuse it with other features, considering the other fake finger vein spoofing scenarios. 
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